a Vertical extraction columns meet the needs of industrial applications, but when height limitation (especially in indoor applications) is a concern it is required to use horizontal columns. Considering the significant role of mass transfer in the sizing and scale-up of horizontal extraction columns, no analytical and experimental investigations have been conducted in this regard. In the present research, the effect of operating parameters including pulsation intensity and phase flow rates on the mean drop size and the dispersed phase holdup values was investigated in a horizontal pulsed sieve-plate column under both mass transfer directions for the toluene-acetone-water, n-butyl acetate-acetone-water and butanol-acetone-water systems. The results show that holdup decreases first and then increases with an increase of pulsation intensity. Increasing dispersed phase velocity also increases holdup. The mean drop size decreases with an increment of pulsation intensity, whereas flow rates of both phases have little impact. Moreover, it is observed that the presence of mass transfer significantly affects the mean drop size and holdup. Finally, new correlations were proposed for the prediction of mean drop size and holdup based on operating variables and physical properties of the systems with and without mass transfer. Average Absolute Relative Error (AARE) of the correlations was between about 6.83-15.38% for their optimized constants.
Introduction
Solvent extraction is a classical method encountered in many industrial applications such as chemical, pharmaceutical environmental, oil, food, nuclear, and hydrometallurgical sectors for product purication and raw material recovery.
1,2 This process is used typically when working with other separation methods such as distillation, evaporation and crystallization is not possible. 3 To enhance the performance of extraction, many investigations have been implemented which have led to the introduction and development of a class of liquid-liquid contactors in which mechanical agitation is provided to increase the interfacial area between the two liquid phases. One type of these contactors is the pulsed sieve-plate extraction column, which requires external energy input in the form of pulsing motion usually sinusoidal superimposed on counter-current ow of the liquid phases. This pulsation provides high turbulence which assists in drop breakage. Consequently, the large interfacial area is obtained to get high mass transfer coefficient. 4 Generally, pulsed columns compared to mixersettlers, which commonly employ in the mining industry, are desirable from both safety and economic perspective, in particular their higher throughput, less space consumption, no internal moving parts, minimum leakage, and simplicity of design. The advantages are more benecial especially while processing corrosive or radioactive solutions since the pulsing unit can be remote from the column. Pulsed sieve-plate columns can be divided into the vertical and horizontal contactors, and each has advantages and disadvantages that it is important to look for the specic process. Some investigations have focused on the main features of the horizontal and vertical types of extraction columns in identical conditions [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] which show that the merits of vertical pulsed columns are more than horizontal ones. However, for some reasons horizontal pulsed columns are more desirable such as their higher performance in limited area. 5, 8, 10 One of the key parameters in the design and optimization of pulsed columns is the mean drop diameter. 11 Because it is inclusive with the interfacial area between the two phases for the mass transfer and it eases of modeling and calculation of column throughput ensues. Moreover, drop size highly affects the residence time of the dispersed phase, the velocity of the rising drops, holdup, consequently the maximum throughput of the column and together with the holdup, it determines the interfacial area available for mass transfer. [12] [13] [14] [15] Similar to drop size, dispersed phase holdup is an important design parameter affecting the column dimension, and also the overall mass transfer coefficient. The dispersed-phase holdup (4) can be dened as the volume fraction of the extraction column which is occupied by the dispersed phase:
where v d is the dispersed phase volume and v c is the continuous phase volume. Values of holdup can be used for the determination of the ooding velocity 16, 17 and it is completely related to the overall mass transfer coefficients in the following manner:
where K E and K R are the overall mass transfer coefficients based on the extract and raffinate phases, respectively, a is the interfacial specic surface area (m 2 m À3 ), d 32 is Sauter mean diameter (m) and 4 is the dispersed phase holdup. Therefore, it can be concluded from the literature, drop size and holdup are two key parameters to understand the hydrodynamic of the extraction column. Numerous investigations have been carried out on the impact of the column geometry in pulsed extraction columns. [18] [19] [20] It was achieved that the column diameter is almost ineffective on the mean drop size and the variation of drop sizes are more intense in initial internal plates. Due to the importance of mean drop size, many researches were implemented on the impact of operating variables including the pulsation intensity (Af) and ow rates of the dispersed and the continuous phases on drop size as well as introducing correlations for prediction of mean drop size in pulsed columns. 10, 12, 13, [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] Moreover, the evaluation of the dispersed phase holdup in different conditions is also studied by many investigators. 5, 16, 26, 29, [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] In the absence of pulsation, interfacial tension and buoyancy are the cause of the drop breakage, 13, 20 while in the presence of pulsation, a smaller drop is formed as a consequence of an intensied collision between the drops and the internal plates and the internal wall, which causes a higher breakage rate. 10, 30, 39, 40 Also it is achieved that increasing the ow rate of both phases lead to a slight increase in mean drop diameter which was in accordance with other studies. 18, 25, 29, 30, 41 According to literature, an increase in the fractional free area or plate spacing reduces the shear forces on drops resulting in an increase in drop size which leads to reduction in holdup. Holdup is a strong function of the dispersed phase velocity (V d ) and an increase in V d increases holdup. 4, 42 However, the effect of continuous phase velocities (V c ) on holdup has been found be negligible. 43, 44 Yadav and Patwardhan 20 presented a well review on the design aspects of pulsed sieve-plate columns, considering investigations on ow regimes in pulsed plate columns, ooding characterization, drop size, holdup and mass transfer as well as comparing proposed correlations for these variables. However, in spite of extensive work and various correlations which are available in the literature related to these hydrodynamic parameters in the vertical pulsed sieve-plate columns, the investigations on the horizontal pulsed sieve-plate columns are scarce. In particular, Khajenoori et al., 10 have studied the effect of operating parameters on the drop size as well as drop size distribution in a horizontal pulsed sieve-plate column and proposed a correlation for prediction of mean drop size and drop size distribution as a function of physical properties and operating parameters in the absence of mass transfer. Moreover, slip and characteristic velocities of both phases have been studied by the same author.
45
Considering the signicant role of mass transfer in the sizing of extraction columns, no analytical and experimental investigations have been conducted into the impact of mass transfer direction on the mean drop size and dispersed phase holdup for the horizontal sieve-plate columns. Therefore, presenting a reliable estimation of the mean drop size as well as holdup for this type of column in different operating conditions is needed. In this work, the Sauter-mean diameter and holdup value with the mass transfer in both directions have been investigated in a horizontal pulsed plate column. The effects of operating parameters including pulsation intensity and ow rates of the continuous and dispersed phases on drop size and the dispersed phase holdup have been studied. In addition, a theoretical-experimental correlation for Sauter drop size as well as holdup in terms of the operating conditions and the physical properties of chemical systems is proposed.
Experimental

Description of equipment
Experiments were carried out in a semi-industrial pulsed sieveplate column. A glass pulsed column in horizontal position with an internal diameter of 6.2 cm and length of the active area of 146 cm was used in these experiments. The active part of column was a pipe housing an internal plate cartridge consisting of 25 pairs of sieve plates constructed from stainless steel 304. The plates are half-perforated and the holes laid on triangular pitch of 4 mm. The pulsation applied to the liquid by the pressure of air compressor and controlled by two solenoid valves. Due to counter-current ow of two liquid phases, each of them in the opposite direction of another side columns are imported so that the light phase interred in direction of applying pulsation. To control the liquid level in the column and regulate the discharge of heavy phase, an optical sensor in the collecting tank, in the output of the light phase, is embedded. Two settlers at both ends of the column were employed to separate the two liquid phases. The inlet and outlet streams of the column were connected to four tanks, each of 25 liters capacity. The ow rates of the two phases were measured by two rotameters. For more information, the column characteristics are listed in Table 1 . Also, a schematic diagram of experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. 1 .
Chemical system
Three liquid-liquid systems were chosen to cover a wide range of values of interfacial tension (1.5-30 mN m
À1
). The chemical system used for testing were toluene, n-butyl acetate and butanol as the light phase (dispersed phase) and distillated water as the heavy phase (continuous phase) with 3% volume fraction of acetone dissolved in each of the phases regarding the considered direction of mass transfer. Technical grade solvents of at least 99.5 wt% purity were used as the dispersed phase and all experiments were carried out at the temperature 20 C. The physical properties of these systems are listed in Table 2 . The viscosities of both phases are measured by a laboratory LAUDA viscometer. The densities are determined by use of a scale in order of 0.0001 g. It should be noted that, under mass transfer conditions, a degree of uncertainty surrounds the estimation of physical properties (particularly interfacial tension), since these vary not only with the inlet solute concentrations, but also along the column. In the present research, the values of physical properties have been assumed to correspond to the mean values of acetone concentration in the continuous and dispersed phases. The mean value of acetone concentration was obtained by averaging the values obtained at the inlet and outlet of the column.
Analytic procedure
Initially, both phases were mutually saturated each other before adding acetone in order to avoid the excessive dissolution of the dispersed phase into the continuous phase. This is a very essential step in the experiments since the volume fraction of acetone is 3% and the excessive dissolution of each phase to the other liquid might signicantly affect the hydrodynamic and mass transfer performance of the column. Aer complete separation, they were transferred to the feed tanks. At the beginning of each run, the column was lled completely with distillated water. Dispersed phase was then entered to the column. Aer adjusting the ow rate of each phase based on the operating conditions, the pulsation intensity with specied amplitude and frequency was applied to the setup. All experiments were carried out under ooding conditions and sufficient time, 60-120 min depending on the phase ow rates and the particular liquid-liquid system used was provided for reaching the steady state conditions. Drop size was measured by taking digital images of the contents of the column using a Nikon D3100 camera. Drop sizes were measured on the 5 stages of the column which were equidistant from each other. To calculate the size of drops, images were analyzed by AutoCAD soware. Indeed, the diameter of the column and the distance between two plates were set on their known values to provide a coordinate grid for measuring the drop sizes. 300 drops were analyzed in each experimental condition. A picture of drops, for instance, is shown in Fig. 2 .
The most commonly-used representative diameter which used to study the mean drop size in the solvent extraction columns is Sauter mean diameter. The Sauter mean diameter (d 32 ) was calculated at the experimental conditions by using the following relation:
where n i is the number of drops with diameter d i . The observed drops have mainly spherical shapes, but in some cases ellipsoidal shapes were observed which characterized through measuring their major axis (d H ), and their minor axis (d L ), representing the largest distance between two points on a drop and the largest length of a line, at an angle of 90 to the major axis. Accordingly, in order to measure the drop distortion, the drop diameter with an equivalent sphere was determined by eqn (5) as follows:
During measurements of drop sizes, each measurement was repeated three times and the average value was considered to guarantee the statistical signicance of the determined variables.
Furthermore, the dispersed phase holdup was measured using a shutdown method. Based on this technique, the column was allowed to operate at the desired conditions until steady state was reached, aer which the ow rates and pulsation were simultaneously stopped. Since the ow resistance through the plates was larger than the driving buoyancy forces, the liquid presented in each cell was effectively trapped. Therefore, aer complete settlement of phases, the volume fraction occupied by each phase was determined by measuring the arc length of the part of the circumference wetted by the phases. The cord length at the interface (L i ) was calculated from this measurement:
where r i is the radius and S is the circumference. The holdup of the dispersed phase can then be determined from the cord length as follows:
where
The Average Absolute Relative Error (AARE) was used as an objective function to calculate the tted parameters:
where n is the number of data points, and X i (exp.) and X i (theo.) represent the experimental and theoretical data, respectively.
Results and discussion
Study of Sauter mean diameter
It is clear that drop diameter depends upon the rate of drop breakage and coalescence. Due to the turbulence produced by the pulsation, the drops will be driven through the plate perforations along with hitting of drops with the wall and plate holes which leads to smaller drops. On the other hand, the coalescence will induce rectication of liquid drops into larger ones. The main operating parameters found to inuence mean drop are the phase ow rates and pulsation intensity. The effect of pulsation intensity on Sauter-mean drop diameter at both mass transfer directions is shown in Fig. 3 . It is clear that drops produced from the high interfacial tension system (tolueneacetone-water) is larger than those produced from the medium and lower interfacial tension systems. It can also be observed that the effect of pulsation intensity on the mean drop size of high interfacial tension system is larger than that of other systems. Drops become smaller with the increase of pulsation intensity due to intense collision of the organic phase with trays and column wall and breaking into the smaller drops.
Regarding to the mass transfer direction, it is clear that larger drops will be produced in the direction from the dispersed phase to the continuous phase, which are achieved in all systems. Also, the effects of pulsation intensity on the mean drop size are similar in both directions which means that the impact of pulsation intensity is effectless of the direction of mass transfer. Furthermore, in another investigation by Khajenoori et al., 10 the effect of operating parameters on the mean drop size was studied which their results are compared with the experimental data from this work due to the same column used in both studies. For instance, the variation of mean drop size versus pulsation intensity obtained from this work and Khajenoori et al., 10 for constant dispersed and continuous phase ow rates of 2.1 and 5 l h À1 is illustrated in Fig. 4 . The results show that the presence of mass transfer highly affects the mean drop size in following manner:
The presence of solute (3% volume fraction of acetone dissolved in each of the phases is considered in this study) is along with the evolution of the interfacial tension. According to Míšek et al., 46 the interfacial tension declines with increasing the solute concentration. Therefore, it is almost impossible to determine the drop breakage via the constant interfacial tension in the presence of mass transfer, whereas the gradient of interfacial tension is of most importance. When there is mass transfer from the continuous phase to the dispersed phase, smaller drops are produced in comparison to the same condition without mass transfer. In fact, because of the consequent interfacial tension gradient, the interface movement of the drop and the inner circulation generated into the drop gain the same direction. Therefore, this mass transfer direction leads to an increase in the interface deformations, consequent deformation of drops and higher drop breakage.
When mass transfer occurs from the dispersed phase into the continuous phase, larger drops are observed in comparison to the same condition without mass transfer and with the reverse direction of the mass transfer. It is expected due to the opposite interfacial tension gradient compared to the reverse direction of the mass transfer. Therefore, in this case, the drops are consequently more stable than the former case. The effect of mass transfer direction on the mean drop size with increasing the pulsation intensity for the toluene-acetone-water system is shown in Fig. 4 .
The effect of dispersed phase ow rate on the mean drop size in both directions of mass transfer is shown in Fig. 5 . Increasing the ow rate of the dispersed phase leads to an increase in the drop size. With respect to Fig. 3 , the impact of dispersed phase ow rate is found to be weaker than the inuence of pulsation intensity on the mean drop size. The increase of drop size may be attributed to an increase in the coalescence rate due to the larger values of the dispersed phase holdup that are observed as the dispersed phase ow rate increases. From Fig. 5 also can be found that the drop size with mass transfer direction from the dispersed phase to the continuous phase is larger than that with the one determined in the inverse mass transfer direction.
The effect of continuous phase ow rate on Sauter-mean drop size with both mass transfer directions is illustrated in Fig. 6 . It is observed that the mean drop diameter slightly increases with an increase in the continuous phase ow rate. It is because of the fact that higher ow rate provides longer residence time due to the reduction of slip velocity between the drops and the continuous phase, which leads to higher probability for drop coalescence, and consequently producing larger drops.
Study of holdup
Dispersed phase holdup is necessary for calculating the interfacial area and the slip velocity of phases. It also indicates the onset of ooding. Dispersed phase holdup is a function of operating parameters such as pulsation intensity and ow rates of both phases which is investigated in the following. The inuence of pulsation intensity on the dispersed phase holdup with both mass transfer directions is illustrated in Fig. 7 . It is found that holdup in the high interfacial tension system (toluene-acetone-water) is larger than that in the other systems. This phenomenon is in an opposite manner to the results obtained in a the vertical pulsed plate column in previous investigations. 29 As can be seen from the graph, the dispersed phase holdup exhibited two different behaviors with increasing the pulsation intensity, which can be referred to the operating regimes of the column. More information on the governing regimes in the horizontal pulsed sieve-plate column can be observed in Melnyk et al., 5 Khajenoori et al., 45 and Akhgar et al., 17 in which three regimes including fully separated, pseudo dispersion and emulsion regimes were characterized. Accordingly, at lower pulsation intensities which the column operates in the mixer-settler regime (fully separated ow regime), drops accumulate above of the column and the holdup values are high. With further increase of the pulsation intensity, holdup declines reaching to a minimum value within the dispersed regime. Therefore, holdup decreases with an increase in pulsation intensity in this regime. As the upper ooding limit is approached, holdup strongly increases and smallest drop fractions are washed out by the continuous phase. It can be also observed that the dispersed phase holdup with mass transfer direction from the continuous phase to the dispersed phase has larger values than that with the opposite direction. In fact, holdup values are higher with the mass transfer direction from the continuous phase to the dispersed phase than those measured with no mass transfer, and even higher than those measured when acetone transferred in reverse direction. As discussed in Section 3.1, this is due to the evolution of interfacial tension with the direction of mass transfer. This phenomenon is called Marangoni effect. 47 Generally, higher holdup values can be found with mass transfer direction from the continuous phase to the dispersed phase, leading to higher performances but earlier ooding points.
The effect of the dispersed phase ow rate on holdup with both two directions of mass transfer is shown in Fig. 8 . It is observed that increasing the ow rate of the dispersed phase leads to an increase in the dispersed phase holdup. With respect to Fig. 7 and 8 , the impact of pulsation intensity on holdup is found to be stronger than the effect of the dispersed phase ow rate as similar trends are observed for the mean drop diameter. Regarding to the presence of mass transfer, the ow rate of the dispersed phase shows similar impact on the holdup values in both directions of mass transfer.
The variation of the dispersed phase holdup versus the continuous phase ow rate is illustrated in Fig. 9 . It is revealed that the holdup slightly increases with an increase in the continuous phase ow rate, due to the higher drag forces. Also, it should be noted that the inuence of the dispersed phase ow rate is found to be stronger than that of the continuous phase. By considering Fig. 3-9 , it is clear that in spite of the fact that the presence of mass transfer along with its direction highly inuence the mean drop size and the dispersed phase holdup, operating parameters show similar impact on the hydrodynamic behavior of the column with and without mass transfer. However, the range of operating regimes are changed and consequently holdup shows oscillatory behavior with increasing the pulsation intensity.
Predictive correlation for mean drop size
Numerous correlations have been proposed for prediction of mean drop size in various pulsed extraction columns such as packed, sieve-plate and disc and doughnut columns. 20 However, most of these correlations are related to vertical pulsed columns and cannot be used in other types of extraction columns including horizontal ones since the impact of operating parameters on the hydrodynamic behaviour of a horizontal extraction column is distinctive from that in the vertical columns. Table 3 exhibits a number of available correlations proposed to predict the mean drop size in pulsed columns.
Furthermore, Yadav and Patwardhan 20 have presented a review on the proposed correlations on the mean drop size in vertical pulsed sieve-plate columns. They compared experimental data of 6 different investigations with the available correlations and it was concluded that the correlation of Sreenivasulu et al., 52 is much better than other correlations and it is recommended to be used for prediction of mean drop size in vertical pulsed sieve-plate columns. Sreenivasulu et al., Fig. 10 compares the experimental data obtained with the presence of mass transfer (d / c) in the horizontal pulsed plate column with the prediction using eqn (9) . Although eqn (9) is approximately able to estimate the mean drop size, it is inaccurate in some experiments and also it is not able to cover all effective parameters. Therefore, another correlation is needed.
In another study, Khajenoori et al., 10 have developed a semi empirical correlation for prediction of the mean drop size in a horizontal pulsed column for three different systems without mass transfer, which covers the effect of operating parameters and physical properties of the liquid systems. They proposed following correlation: 
The experimental data with the presence of mass transfer are compared with the correlation proposed by Khajenoori et al., 10 and the results are illustrated in Fig. 11 . It is found that eqn (10) is not able to satisfactorily predict the mean drop size with the presence of mass transfer. Since there is no correlation for prediction of mean drop size in the horizontal pulsed plate column, there is a need to propose a correlation as a function of operating parameters and physical properties.
Consequently, for prediction of mean drop size, a new theoretical-experimental correlation is developed in terms of physical properties of the systems and operating parameters by dimensional analysis methods (Buckingham's pitheorem): 
where C ¼ 1.381 for mass transfer direction from continuous to dispersed phase and C ¼ 1.323 for mass transfer in the reverse direction. The constants and exponents are derived using nonlinear regression algorithms in SPSS Soware. This correlation also compared with the experimental data from Khajenoori et al., 10 and the results show good agreement between the experimental and calculated data. Therefore, three different constants are obtained for three different conditions, which are listed in Table 4 .
The comparison of the experimental data with those calculated by eqn (11) is illustrated in Fig. 12 . This gure shows the accuracy of the derived equation to predict the mean drop size with and without mass transfer.
Predictive correlation for holdup
As shown in Fig. 7-9 , the dispersed phase holdup is a function of operating parameters including the pulsation intensity and ow rates of both phases as well as physical properties of the systems as follows:
Many holdup correlations have been proposed but most of them are related to the vertical pulsed column. 20 Some of available correlations for prediction of holdup are listed in Table 5 .
Melnyk et al., 5 presented following correlation for prediction of overall average holdup as a function of operating parameters by using several available experiments on the ooding results of the horizontal pulsed plate column:
in which the pulse amplitude and frequency were treated separately instead of combining the two terms together as a product of pulse and velocity. They considered that the horizontal pulsed plate column mostly operates in mixer-settler regime and power dissipation is not the controlling factor in characterizing holdup in this regime. Fig. 13 shows comparison between the experimental data with those calculated by eqn (13) . It is observed that eqn (13) is not able to accurately estimate holdup values for these systems with the AARE of 142%. In another study, Khajenoori et al., 45 studied the effect of operating parameters on slip and characteristic velocities in a same horizontal pulsed sieve-plate column for the four chemical systems without mass transfer. They proposed the following semi-empirical correlation for prediction of the slip velocity:
When two immiscible phases ow counter-currently through an extraction column without packing, the following relationship between the slip and supercial velocities and holdup values can be dened:
Therefore, combining eqn (14) with (15) results in a correlation which can estimate the holdup of the column. Fig. 14 compares experimental results with data calculated by the correlation proposed by Khajenoori et al. 45 It is observed that it is not able to cover the experimental data very accurately. However, it should be noted that the correlation proposed by Melnyk et al., 5 and Khajenoori et al., 45 are presented for different chemical systems without mass transfer and they did not consider the remarkable inuence of the presence of mass transfer on the dispersed phase holdup of the column.
Therefore, according to eqn (12), a new theoretical-experimental correlation is proposed for prediction of the dispersed phase holdup in terms of physical properties of the liquid systems and operating parameters by dimensional analysis methods: 
where C ¼ 0.089 for mass transfer from the continuous phase to the dispersed phase and C ¼ 0.101 for mass transfer with the opposite direction. Moreover, the experimental data from the work of Khajenoori et al., 45 (because of the same column used in both studies) are also considered for developing eqn (16) in order to generalize the applicability of the proposed equation in the case with no mass transfer. Eqn (16) is able to acceptably cover their experimental data by modifying the constant value. Table 6 shows regressed constant (C) for eqn (16) based on experimental HPC data of this study and Khajenoori et al., 45 and Fig. 15 exhibits experimental results with data calculated by eqn (16).
Comparison between the hydrodynamic of different extraction columns
One of the objectives of this research was to evaluate the benets of the application of the horizontal extraction columns in industrial applications. Kagan et al., 22 Miyauchi and Oya, 48 and Kleczek et al., 59 are among the researches who have conducted some experiments on mean drop size in standard vertical pulsed columns with almost similar operating conditions and column dimensions to the horizontal column used in this study. Tables 7 and 8 presents the operating and geometrical conditions for these investigations and physical properties of the systems used, respectively. By comparing the values of the mean drop size in different operating conditions reported in these studies with the experimental data of this work, one can observed that smaller droplets can form in a horizontal pulsed sieve-plate extraction column compared to the standard vertical pulsed plate columns in almost identical conditions. For better demonstration between the values of mean drop size in vertical and horizontal columns, Fig. 16 exhibits the mean drop size in the current study and those obtained from the correlations proposed by Kagan et al. 22 Miyauchi and Oya 48 and Kleczek 
Conclusions
In industrial applications with space constraints, using horizontal columns is much benecial compared to the standard vertical columns due to higher interfacial area available for mass transfer and consequently lower required area. Considering the signicant role of mass transfer in the sizing and scale-up of horizontal extraction columns, no analytical and experimental investigations have been conducted in this regard. In this work, the effect of operating parameters including pulsation intensity as well as ow rates of the continuous and dispersed phases on mean drop size and holdup are investigated in a horizontal pulsed sieve-plate column under the presence of mass transfer in both directions. The results are illustrated and compared with the previous studies. The achievements of this work are summarized as follows:
An increase in the ow rate of the dispersed and the continuous phases results in an increase in the holdup along with producing larger drops. The direction of mass transfer do not alter affect the impact of operating parameters on mean drop size and holdup. However, it is observed that the variation in mean drop size and holdup with respect to the presence of mass transfer and its direction versus operating conditions is greater in higher values of mean drop size and holdup.
With mass transfer from the continuous phase to the dispersed phase, smaller drops are produced in comparison with no mass transfer condition and even with mass transfer in the reverse direction due to the Marangoni effect.
An increase in the pulsation intensity within the mixer settler regime leads to the reduction of holdup of the column, reaching to the minimum point which indicates the maximum throughput of the column. With further increase in pulsation intensity, it begins to increase.
Holdup for the toluene-acetone-water system is found to be more than that for the butyl acetate-acetone-water and the butanol-acetone-water systems under the same operating conditions. This phenomenon is in an opposite manner to the results obtained in a standard vertical pulsed plate column in previous investigations.
The comparison between the results of the current research and those in similar vertical extraction columns reveals that the horizontal pulsed extraction columns provide a larger mass transfer area and hence better mass transfer efficiency.
Two new correlations in terms of the operating variables and physical properties of the liquid systems are developed for prediction of the mean drop size and holdup in a horizontal pulsed plate column in the absence and presence of mass transfer coefficient. The AARE values of the proposed correlations are between 6.36 and 16.24% for their optimized constants, which shows the good accuracy of presented correlations. 
